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AIR OFFENSIVE SWITCHED

The daylight air offensive was today switched from airfields to marshalling

yards in Northern France, three targets being bombed by Mitchells, Bostons and

Venturas escorted by Spitfires,

Again the German fighter opposition to the hundreds of aircraft was

negligible, few of our squadrons reported seeing any enemy fighters.

Targets for the bombers were yards at Rouen, Amiens and Abbeville - all of

then at important junctions.

A New Zealand wing-commander, who led Mitchells on the Rouen raid, said;

"It was a pleasure trip. There were no enemy fighters and practically no flak".

The rear-gunner in the same aircraft added; "The swarms of Spitfires around us

were an impressive and comforting sight".

Spitfire pilots from this section of the operation reported hits on yards,

warehouses and railway bridges.

"Looking from Rouen to the east, I could see extremely large fires and smoke

sbout 30 miles away", one pilot said.

Bostons carried out the raid at Amiens, where railway workshops were hit.

There was some fighter opposition here and the leader of a Norwegian squadron

destroyed one Me. 109 and damaged another, He said afterwards: "We saw about 15

enemy aircraft in a mixed formation below us and they suddenly turned and went down

in an almost vertical dive. The whole Norwegian wing went streaming down after

them, Eventually they split; half of thorn went down, and the others began so climb

again. My Squadron climbed with then".

No enemy fighter opposition met Venturas which successfully bombed the yards at

Abbeville, or the Spitfires -which accompanied them.

Earlier today New Zealand pilots of a Typhoon squadron attacked a target-

towing tug, off Fecamp. Each Typhoon section, facing flak from ships and shore,
attacked in turn, setting thetug well on fire and leaving it sinking.


